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a b s t r a c t

In many cases, the three-dimensional reconstructions from atom probe tomography (APT) are not suf-
ficiently accurate to resolve crystallographic features such as lattice planes, shear bands, stacking faults,
dislocations or grain boundaries. Hence, correlative crystallographic characterization is required in ad-
dition to APT at the exact same location of the specimen. Also, for the site-specific preparation of APT tips
containing regions of interest (e.g. grain boundaries) correlative electron microscopy is often inevitable.
Here we present a versatile experimental setup that enables performing correlative focused ion beam
milling, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and APT under optimized characterization conditions.
The setup was designed for high throughput, robustness and practicability. We demonstrate that atom
probe tips can be characterized by TEM in the same way as a standard TEM sample. In particular, the use
of scanning nanobeam diffraction provides valuable complementary crystallographic information when
being performed on atom probe tips. This technique enables the measurement of orientation and phase
maps as known from electron backscattering diffraction with a spatial resolution down to one nan-
ometer.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

For answering many materials science-related questions, cor-
relative chemical and crystallographic knowledge at the nan-
ometer (nm) scale is required. Examples are numerous and include
local phase transformations triggered by segregation [31]; the in-
vestigation of precipitation [15] and partitioning phenomena [35];
the characterization of the formation of oxide layers [5] and ra-
diation-induced microstructural changes [26]; the prove that there
is no segregation at a lattice defect above the detection limit of
APT [25]; the investigation of correlations between segregation
and dislocations [6], stacking faults [7], or for understanding the
correlation between solute segregation and the character of grain
boundaries [14,20,36,4,8]. Atom probe tomography (APT), having
the capacity to measure three-dimensional (3D) chemistry with
equal detection sensitivity (of a few ppm) for all elements at near
atomic spatial resolution [16], can provide answers to some of
these questions. In certain cases, the spatial resolution of APT is
even high enough to preserve three or more independent lattice
planes in the 3D atom maps, enabling unambiguous indexing of

grain orientations [1,23,28,39,40]. However, the spatial resolution
is material- and measurement condition-dependent. For instance,
the spatial resolution usually improves with lower measurement
temperature and fewer alloying elements. The ideal material for
crystallographic APT analyses has large lattice spacing and shows a
regular field evaporation behavior such that the atomic planes are
field evaporated in a defined sequence from outside to inside, layer
by layer. This behavior is disturbed by lattice defects and by the
presence of high concentrations or local enrichments of elements
that have a different field evaporation potential than the matrix
element. Hence, in most cases, sufficient crystallographic in-
formation required for a full-picture description of certain phe-
nomena remains inaccessible by APT alone.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), on the other hand, is
an excellent tool for structural investigation, even down to sub-
Ångstrom scale. However, analytical TEM is often less suited than
APT for the quantification of 3D local chemical compositions at the
atomic scale. Firstly, TEM suffers from projection effects that make
the investigation of non-planar features challenging, and secondly,
in the case of chemical analysis by energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy in the TEM, the
quantification of absolute concentration values is difficult due to
complex spectra that often require deconvolution of integrated
signals obtained from illuminated atomic columns, and signals
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that are dependent on many optical parameters [9,17,38]. This
holds true especially for low concentrations of light elements
embedded in a heavy element matrix. APT has the advantage that
the atoms, field-evaporated as ions, are simply identified by their
mass-to-charge ratio through time-of-flight spectroscopy, which
renders the analysis of absolute concentration values compara-
tively robust.

The complementary nature of TEM and APT (see also [34])
suggests that both techniques should be subsequently applied to
the same sample in order to combine their strengths. This was
already realized and subsequently put into practice by Fasth, Lo-
berg and Nordén in the 1960s [10,24], who investigated the sam-
ple shape by single-tilt TEM, before and after field-ion microscopy
experiments. After the introduction of TEM for the target pre-
paration of grain boundaries in the apex of FIM samples by Pa-
pazian [29], Kraukauer and Seidman [18] developed a setup in the
1990s that enabled double-tilt TEM operation followed by one-
dimensional atom probe measurements on individual atom probe
(AP) tips. More recent and sophisticated approaches have allowed
for TEM tomography on individual AP tips prior to APT [13,2], for
the purpose of optimization of the reconstruction parameters. In
recent years, experimental setups capable of holding several atom
probe tips at once have been developed, drastically increasing
specimen throughput [11,12]. Following on from these, we present
here a versatile experimental setup based on a modified, com-
mercial, high-angle single-tilt TEM retainer, which enables corre-
lative focused ion beam (FIB), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
TEM and APT. Several crucial aspects have been improved com-
pared to former approaches. The exact control of the sample or-
ientation in all instruments makes precise merging of information
measured in different devices possible, and enables measurement
of atom probe tips in TEM under optimized characterization con-
ditions. The grid containing the atom probe samples can now
safely be inserted and extracted from the setup due to an im-
proved grid-holding mechanism and due to a grid design that
enhances sample protection. This makes the transfer of the sam-
ples to any other standard double-tilt TEM retainer a straight-
forward procedure, thereby enabling experiments under con-
trolled diffraction conditions and high resolution TEM (HRTEM).
Moreover, we introduce the usage of (scanning) nano-beam

diffraction (NBD) on AP tips. With this powerful tool, local crys-
tallographic analyses with a spatial resolution of 2 nm or better
can be performed on AP tips and even the first 10 nm of AP tips
prepared by FIB milling can be investigated.

2. Materials and methods

The method development was performed on two iron-based
material systems: a binary Fe–9Mn (wt%) martensitic alloy, an-
nealed for two days at 450 °C to create small austenitic, Mn-en-
riched precipitates; and a hypereutectoid pearlitic steel with
composition Fe–0.98C–0.31Mn–0.20Si–0.20Cr (wt%), cold-drawn
by ε¼6.02 true strain and annealed for 2 min at 400 °C to create a
microstructure composed of columnar grains with an average
diameter of about 30 nm and some intergranular cementite par-
ticles [22].

The samples were extracted from the surface of the bulk ma-
terial by standard FIB lift-out procedures, deposited on a bisected,
electropolished TEM grid, and subsequently measured by TEM and
then APT as described by Felfer et al. [11]. The approach described
here pays special attention to gain exact control of the sample
orientation in all instruments in order to optimize characterization
conditions in each instrument, to create damage tolerance during
sample manipulation, allow transfer of samples into other stan-
dard TEM holders, and to simplify electropolishing. The detailed
experimental setup and procedure is given below.

A commercial molybdenum TEM grid (1GM 100, Pyser-SGI)
was fixed between two glass slides and cut using a razor blade,
two grid rows above the center (Fig. 1a). This procedure effectively
avoids bending of the grid which is a prerequisite to guarantee
that all samples are within the range of the eucentric height in
TEM. It is also important for protection of the electropolished tips
and the samples during grid manipulation. Only if the tips are
located right on the center plane of an undistorted grid point, can
it be guaranteed that the grid can be laid with both sides onto a
flat substrate without damage to the tips. The larger half of the
bisected grid was then mounted at its outermost end into a
v-shaped holder specifically designed for electropolishing (Fig. 1b).
Using a v-shaped adapter for electropolishing (Fig. 1b) has the

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d) Samples

Rim

Fig. 1. Preparation of a commercial TEM grid for sample deposition by a FIB lift-out procedure. (a) Sectioning of grid fixed between two glass slides using a razor blade.
(b) Mounting of grid into special holder for electropolishing. (c) Setup during electropolishing. (d) SEM micrograph of electropolished grid. Only the posts of the grid are
shortened and tapered during electropolishing, ready for FIB lift-out sample deposition. The rim of the grid is not removed and serves as protection for the samples against
mechanical damage.
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advantage that the grid is held at a single pivot point, which allows
for fine adjustment of the tip heights during electropolishing by
dipping the grid on one side deeper into the electrolyte than on
the other. As such, the tips can be brought to an even height,
which is important to avoid field-evaporation of adjacent tips
during the APT measurements. The inner posts were tapered/
sharpened by electropolishing in an aqueous solution of 10% NaOH
using �5 V DC, down to a tip length of about 100 mm above the
center row, and to a final tip diameter of around two microns
(Fig. 1c, d). The outer rim of the grid is kept longer than the tips for
sample protection during grid manipulation. Detailed information
on this preparation procedure is also available as a video [8].

The core part of the experimental setup consists of a modified
replica of a JEOL EM-21311HTR high-angle single-tilt TEM retainer
(termed “grid holder” here, for reasons of simplicity) for a JEOL
JEM-2200FS microscope. In the version used for this study, the
front/end half of the grid-holding section has been removed and
the front ends are tapered (Fig. 2a). The electropolished grid is
placed into the grid holder using a vacuum tweezer (Fig. 2f). Ro-
tational misalignment between posts of the grid and the grid
holder was minimized using the cross-hair of a stereo microscope.

A long working distance objective lens of 15 mm allows for
manual operation with a small screw driver directly under the
stereo microscope. The compatibility of the grid holder to all in-
struments was achieved by the use of custom-designed adapters
shown in Fig. 3b, c and e.

For FIB milling the grid holder was inserted into an adapter
which was aligned vertically into the universal mounting base
(Fig. 2c) in a FEI Helios Nanolab 600i dual-beam FIB instrument. By
a standard lift-out procedure [11] four samples were deposited on
electropolished grid posts. During annular milling of the samples
the stage was tilted to 52° so that the grid holder's tilt axis was
parallel to the ion beam. For single-tilt TEM measurements the
grid holder was directly inserted into a JEOL JEM-2200FS micro-
scope operating at 200 kV. The clamping mechanism of the grid
holder makes the transfer of the samples to any other standard
TEM retainer using a vacuum holding tool, a straight-forward
procedure (Fig. 2f). This enables measurement of AP tips in vir-
tually all TEMs. For double-tilt measurements described here the
grid was transferred into a double-tilt TEM retainer and then back
into the grid holder to conduct the APT measurements. APT was
performed in a Local Electrode Atom Probe 3000X HR (LEAPTM,

±65°

(c)

(b) (d)(a)

(e)

Alignment 
arms

(f)

Fig. 2. The “grid holder” (a modified JEOL EM-21311HTR high-angle single-tilt TEM retainer) is the core part of the experimental setup. The use of adapters assures
compatibility in all instruments and provides exact control of the sample orientation. (a) The grid holding section is tapered to avoid blocking the incident or exiting electron
beam by any parts of the holder in the TEM. The two arms at the side serve as a mechanical limit stop for the alignment in all instruments. (b) The adapter employed during
FIB milling. (c) Experimental setup during FIB sample preparation. (d) The grid holder fits directly into a JEOL TEM single-tilt holder. (e) Modification of a Cameca puck
specimen assembly that allows the insertion of the grid holder into the local electrode atom probe (LEAP) instrument. (f) Insertion/extraction of the grid using a vacuum
‘tweezer’ holding tool.

100 nm

(d)(c)(b)

10 nmMn

(a)

Fig. 3. TEM analysis performed on an AP tip. (a) BF-STEM micrograph of a martensitic Fe–9Mn alloy containing Mn-enriched precipitates. (b) STEM-EDX analysis of the Mn
distribution showing two small and one large austenitic Mn-enriched precipitates (white arrows). (c) BF-TEMmagnification of two austenitic precipitates containing stacking
faults. (d) HRTEM image of an austenite (left)/martensite (right) interface.
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Cameca Instruments). A well-defined slit was spark-eroded into a
commercial puck specimen assembly, to create compatibility be-
tween grid holder and the instrument (Fig. 2e). Samples were
measured in the order of the length of their post, starting with the
longest.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Transmission electron microscopy

The experimental setup allows for a single-tilt TEM range of
about 765° for the inner tips and 750° for the outermost tips.
Fig. 3a shows a bright-field (BF) scanning TEM (STEM) image of an
atom probe tip from the tempered martensite Fe–9Mn alloy. For
this investigation the grid was transferred into a double-tilt TEM
retainer to enable the selection of well-defined orientation rela-
tions between grains and the incident beam, thereby enabling
diffraction experiments and HRTEM imaging along specific crys-
tallographic zone axes. The sample was subjected to FIB milling at
5 kV in the final step of preparation. Due to its slim shape the
sample did not exceed 60 nm thickness within the first 400 nm
along the tip axis. Thus, good imaging quality could be achieved at
200 kV in this region. Fig. 3b shows a STEM-EDX micrograph of the
Mn distribution. The local enrichments of Mn indicate that the
sample contains one large and two small austenite precipitates.
BF-TEM (Fig. 3c) under controlled diffraction conditions reveals
that the left precipitate contains several stacking faults. Fig. 3d
shows a high resolution TEM image taken from the interface re-
gion between martensitic matrix and the austenitic precipitate.

Since the spatial resolution of selected area diffraction (SAD) is
limited by the diameter of the smallest aperture available
(�50 nm), the nanobeam diffraction (NBD) technique (also re-
ferred to as small angle convergent beam electron diffraction)
must be performed in order to obtain diffraction patterns from
individual grains with smaller diameter. The spatial resolution of
the NBD orientation mapping is limited by the combination of
several effects, namely, the spot size of the focused electron beam,
the convergence angle and the sample thickness [42], it can reach
values down to 1 nm [27,32]. For indexing of the NBD patterns,
alignment of a certain zone axis with respect to the incident beam
is not required. Grain orientations can be measured with an an-
gular resolution r1° and individual phases can also be identified
[33].

Fig. 4a shows a BF-STEM micrograph of a pearlitic atom probe
tip that received final FIB milling at 2 kV. The columnar grains are
oriented in beam direction. Fig. 4b shows the NBD pattern mea-
sured at the topmost part of the sample on a grain with a lateral
size of 10 nm�13 nm and �10 nm thickness. This diffraction
pattern was collected in STEM spot mode (0.5 nm spot size) on a
phosphor screen using a condenser lens aperture of 10 mmwith 1 s
exposure time, and its orientation (Fig. 4c) was determined using
the commercial software TOCA [41]. This manual measurement

routine is suited for materials which contain only a few grains per
atom probe sample (grain sizes 4100 nm) and which exhibit only
negligible intra-granular orientation gradients. Fig. 4 demonstrates
that NBD can even be used on the very top of an AP tip prepared
by FIB milling if the sample preparation is performed carefully
enough. This region is directly exposed to the gallium beam, where
beam damage is most likely to occur.

For materials with grain sizes below 100 nm or with strong
orientation gradients, NBD orientation mapping is better suited
than the manual routine described above. Fig. 5 shows a second
pearlitic atom probe tip in the same orientation, on which auto-
mated scanning nanobeam diffraction was conducted (nanobeam
orientation mapping) using the commercial ASTAR setup (Nano-
MEGAS SPRL) [27,33]. The scan was performed in NBD mode, using
a 10 mm condenser lens aperture, 0.5 nm spot size, 2 nm step size
and 40 ms exposure time. This setup resulted in a total acquisition
time of about 15 min. The indexed orientation map was exported
to the commercial OIMTM Data Analysis (EDAX Inc.) software to
automatically generate a network of all grain boundaries with
misorientation angles above 5° (Fig. 5b). The overlay of this grain
boundary network with the STEM image shows excellent agree-
ment (Fig. 5c). By using this technique, crystallographic orienta-
tion and phase maps, as per electron backscattered diffraction
(EBSD) in SEM, can be acquired at the spatial resolution of NBD
(Fig. 5b shows an NBD scan using 2 nm step size). Additionally, all

(a) (b) (c)

20 nm (100)
(010)

(001)

Fig. 4. (a) BF-STEM micrograph of an atom probe tip prepared from cold-drawn pearlite by FIB milling. (b) NBD pattern acquired at the topmost ferrite grain from (a).
(c) Visualization of corresponding grain orientation after indexing with TOCA.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) BF-STEM micrograph of an atom probe tip prepared from cold-drawn
pearlite by FIB milling. The columnar grains are oriented parallel to the incident
beam to minimize grain overlap. (b) Inverse pole figure map measured by NBD of
ferrite. The grain boundary network (black lines) was automatically generated. The
red arrow marks the grain boundary discussed in Fig. 6. (c) The overlay of this
automatically generated grain boundary network with the BF-image shows ex-
cellent agreement. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure le-
gend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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local NBD patterns are saved, enabling further detailed offline
diffraction analysis. Bright-field and dark-field STEM images of the
samples can be generated from the local diffraction dataset. The
possibility to export the datasets into commercial EBSD analysis
software allows application of all standard EBSD processing and
analysis tools also on atom probe tips. Furthermore, NBD allows
for identification of crystallographic phases, even on atom probe
tips [35]. Babinsky et al. recently demonstrated that transmission
Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) can be employed to investigate grain
orientations directly on AP tips [3]. This SEM-based orientation
mapping technique was also recently demonstrated to show im-
proved spatial resolution as compared to EBSD; 6–8 nm in a Ni
sample [37]. This can be assumed to also apply for Fe due to the
comparable atomic mass of the two elements. Fig. 6 shows the
point-to-origin misorientation plot across an interface from
the NBD orientation map shown in Fig. 5b. An abrupt change of
the grain orientation within 2 nm distance is visible, which in-
dicates a lateral spatial resolution of 2 nm for this technique. This
result is backed up by the detailed study of individual NBD pat-
terns across the interface (bottom of Fig. 6). Significant super-
position of individual diffraction patterns is only observed for a
single pixel. It is possible that better values could have been
achieved since this particular measurement was limited by an
applied step size of 2 nm. Rauch et al. demonstrate that even a
spatial resolution down to 1 nm can be achieved using this tech-
nique on conventional TEM samples [32]. NBD orientation map-
ping is a highly automated way to link measurement positions
with orientation and phase information with a lateral spatial re-
solution that is at least a factor three improved as compared to
TKD and thus is a powerful tool for correlative TEM/APT.

The experimental setup and approach described here allows for
almost damage-free FIB preparation of samples that lie within the
plane of the TEM grid and are available for transfer into any
standard TEM retainer. Figs. 3–4 demonstrate that all standard
TEM techniques, including STEM imaging, to EDX, NBD and
HRTEM, can successfully be performed on AP tips just like on or-
dinary TEM lamellas or foils. This opens the door for a wide range
of complementary characterization techniques on AP tips. One
application for STEM-EDX would be the identification of sparse
precipitates in the AP tips to conduct their target preparation (e.g.
Mn-rich precipitates in Fig. 3b). An application for TEM imaging
would be the measurement of stacking fault widths (Fig. 3c) prior
to their local chemical investigation by APT. An application for
HRTEM would be the measurement of local atomic relaxation at an
interface, before determining the level of segregation by APT. The
main difference between conventional TEM samples and AP tips is
the sample geometry, where several advantages exist for the
characterization of AP tips by TEM. The confined sample volume
makes it easy to locate the same region after tilting the sample.
The sample thickness can be easily calculated from the width of
the conical AP tips. Also, due to the small sample volume, astig-
matism correction is not required for ferromagnetic materials such
as pearlite when moving the sample or changing the tilt-angle in
TEM.

3.2. Atom probe tomography

APT characterization of the pearlitic samples was performed at
250 kHz and 70 K, in voltage mode, using 1% target detection rate,
and 15% pulse fraction. Fig. 7 shows an overlay of the carbon
distribution as measured by APT with a BF-STEM image of the
same sample. The parameters for the reconstruction of the APT
map were optimized using the STEM image as a template. Best
agreement between STEM image and the 3D atom map was
achieved by conducting a shank angle reconstruction using 30 nm
tip radius and 7° half shank angle. However, the true sample
outline is best described by �50 nm tip radius and �10° half
shank angle, as quantified from the STEM micrograph. The differ-
ence in tip radius can be explained by the fact that the first atoms
measured in the AP experiment were not considered for the re-
construction. The difference in shank angle is due to the limited
field of view of APT. That there is a difference between true spe-
cimen outline and the APT reconstruction parameters that yield
the optimum match also implies that sample outlines as measured
in the SEM can only serve as a rough guideline for reconstruction
and that TEM micrographs which provide additional information
of the sample interior are better suited for the adjustment of the
reconstruction parameters. The combined information of local
grain orientations as measured by NBD, grain boundary planes as
measured from the STEM micrographs and the local chemistry
measured by APT, enables the investigation of grain boundary
segregation and its dependence on the five macroscopic degrees of
freedom of the interface, for materials with grain sizes as low as
30 nm. The method thus provides an efficient way to measure a
large number of boundaries [14,30].

3.3. Alignment between experimental components

A crucial part of this characterization approach lies in the op-
timal alignment between the different instruments, the grid
holder, the grid and the specimen tips. In the TEM, two degrees of
freedom (DOFs) are fixed by a flat contact between the grid holder
and TEM holder. The remaining third DOF is fixed by moving the
two alignment arms of the grid holder up against the TEM holder
(Fig. 2d). The same principle is applied between grid holder and
the adapters used for FIB milling and APT, which in turn have a

2 nm

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2)

(3)

Fig. 6. Misorientation traverse across the grain boundary marked with a red arrow
in Fig. 5b. Individual NBD diffraction patterns across the interface are shown from
three pixels. These measurements are spaced 2 nm apart. Significant superposition
of individual diffraction patterns is only observed for a single pixel (diffraction
pattern 2) across the boundary. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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defined orientation relationship to their respective instrument. In
the dual-beam FIB instrument, this alignment makes it possible to
orient the length axis of the grid holder (which is the single-tilt
axis in TEM) parallel to the incident ion beam. Atom probe tips
prepared using this arrangement will be situated within the center
plane of the grid. Apart from the difference in geometry from the
typically flat TEM samples, the grid can be handled like any other
3 mm TEM sample. The characterization procedures required for
the AP tips in TEM consequently do not differ from the ones ap-
plied on flat TEM samples. The AP tips can thus be handled and
characterized in TEM just like any ordinary TEM lamellae or foils.

Sample preparation using the arrangement described above
also means that the axes of rotational symmetry of all AP tips will
be parallel to the single-tilt axis of the grid holder. By using the
translational DOFs in TEM, the axis of rotational symmetry of one
sample at a time can be brought into coincidence with the TEM
single-tilt axis. The corresponding AP tip will then be in focus
everywhere at the same time throughout the whole single-tilt
range. This provides not only optimum characterization conditions
but also simplifies the experiment as the sample hardly moves and
only marginal focus changes must be done during the single-tilt
experiment.

The geometrical arrangement of the samples in the different
instruments is reproducible i.e. after extracting the samples from
an instrument they can easily be mounted again in exactly the
same orientation. This is especially important for the site-specific
preparation of certain regions of interest (e.g. grain boundaries) for
APT analyses. Such a scenario involves the iterative measurement
of the position of the region of interest (ROI) by TEM and short-
ening of the tips by FIB milling until the ROI is located in the very
apex of the APT tip. There is a risk of beam damage when re-
inserting samples that are slightly inclined with respect to the ion
beam. Due to the slim conical sample shape, sideward ion impact
can easily cause beam damage down to the core of the sample. The
reproducibility of the alignment in the FIB assures that there is no
sideward beam impact when shortening the tips.

The reproducibility and exact control of the geometrical ar-
rangement of the samples in the different instruments is also
important for correctly merging the results and for linking TEM
data to the 3D chemical information from APT. Examples where
this is required include crystallographic TEM analysis of

precipitates and interfaces or dislocations that are otherwise only
visible in APT as chemical inhomogenities within the re-
constructed dataset. A further necessity for correctly merging in-
formation from all different instruments is the careful measure-
ment and compensation of the magnetic rotations between TEM
images, NBD in STEM spot mode, and NBD orientation mapping.

For TEM experiments that require transfer of the grid into an-
other TEM retainer and reinsertion into the grid holder the exact
alignment between samples and grid holder is disrupted. For such
cases the possible rotational misalignment of the grid before and
after mounting the sample can be minimized by positioning the
grid into the grid holder always at the same rotation angle with
the help of the cross hair in a stereoscope.

3.4. Challenges arising from the correlative use of TEM and APT

The yield in an AP experiment (total number of ions collected
before the sample fractures) is reduced after performing TEM in-
vestigations on the tip, which is mainly due to carbon con-
tamination. Carbohydrate molecules are readily absorbed on the
surface of the tips, grid and sample holder during exposure to air.
In the presence of an electron beam (in the TEM or SEM) they
accumulate to form caps on the AP tips. In order to field-evaporate
this carbon cap during the AP experiment, a relatively high voltage
needs to be applied due to the high field evaporation potential of
carbon, and the high field can cause a burst of field evaporation
that causes fracture. Alternatively, once the carbon cap is removed/
evaporated, the field required to have done this is often relatively
too high for the underlying specimen material, and this scenario
can also cause a large burst of field evaporation of the specimen
material and subsequently cause the sample to fracture. Another
source of carbon contamination situated very close to the AP tip is
the adhesive joint. In the current work, adhesion of the FIB lift-out
specimen to the Mo grid post was facilitated using a Pt-based
reactive gas, which is common among commercial FIB systems.
Especially for high deposition rates, the Pt-bond contains high
amounts of unreacted species (Pt precursor gas molecules), and
upon exposure to the electron beam these molecules can be
cracked and form carbon contamination layers. The authors have
never observed a difference in the carbon content within samples
measured by APT, when comparing samples that were measured
in a FEG-TEM operated at 200 kV prior to the AP experiment, with
samples that were measured by APT immediately after their FIB-
based preparation. This indicates that no significant amount of
carbon diffusion occurs from inside the sample to the tip surface
during TEM characterization. Also, formation of oxide layers or the
absorption of gaseous species causing embrittlement (e.g. hydro-
gen) during the time between sample preparation and APT, which
is prolonged by performing a TEM experiment in between, can
cause a reduction of the yield in the AP. Carbon contamination can
be effectively avoided or even entirely removed by plasma clean-
ing using oxygen radicals. These react with the carbohydrates to
form CO, CO2 and H2O, which are then removed by the vacuum
pumps [21]. Williams and Carter [38] point out that plasma
cleaning should be done prior to the TEM or SEM experiment but
Krakauer and Seidman [19] demonstrate that these layers can also
be successfully removed from APT tips after the TEM experiment.
Oxide layers cannot be removed by plasma cleaning (because of its
oxidative nature) and thus must be removed by sputtering, e.g. by
further FIB milling. For reasons of efficiency, the material-specific
AP measurement parameters that deliver best yield and data
quality should be calibrated on dummy samples before performing
correlative TEM experiments on AP tips.

50 nm

Carbon grain
boundary segregation

12 at% C

Dislocations

Carbon atoms

Fig. 7. Overlay of BF-STEMmicrograph and projected 3D carbon map from APT. The
STEM micrograph was used to optimize APT reconstruction parameters, yielding
excellent agreement between STEM and APT. The 12 at% iso-concentration surface
indicated in green indicates the position of the cementite particles. Individual
dislocation lines are visible at low-angle grain boundaries. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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4. Conclusions

We present a robust and versatile experimental setup and ap-
proach that enables easy-to-use correlative FIB/TEM and APT ex-
periments with high throughput of samples. Exact control of
sample orientation in all instruments allows for measurement
under optimum acquisition conditions and for accurate merging of
the output from different techniques. The setup is especially suited
to perform high-angle single-tilt TEM experiments on AP tips but
also allows transfer of the samples to any other standard TEM
retainer. This opens the door to performing, in principle, all TEM
techniques also on AP tips. As long as the FIB specimen prepara-
tion is performed carefully so as to avoid beam damage, and the
sample is also thin enough, an AP tip can be characterized in TEM
like any other conventional TEM sample with flat geometry. Under
such conditions excellent NBD patterns can even be obtained from
the topmost 10 nm of the AP tip. The conical shape of an AP tip
also offers the advantage of ease of assessment of the local
thickness. The time between sample preparation and AP mea-
surement should be minimized and plasma cleaning can be per-
formed to remove carbon contamination to increase the yield in
the AP experiment. The approach described here was customized
for the correlative use of a FEI Helios NanoLab 600i Dual-Beam FIB/
SEM, a JEOL JEM-2200FS TEM and a LEAP 3000X HR atom probe
but the principle should be applicable to almost any combination
of microscopes.
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